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"YOUR THREE GOLDEN TIPS
TO SELF-LOVE"

Welcome Dear Reader!
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Here, you will find three tips that I have chosen for you with care. Over the years,
they have proved instrumental in kick-starting my clients´ best lives. In order to
have these kinds of transformations, though, you must be prepared to invest long
term so deeper destructive patterns of lack of self-acceptance, self-worth and selflove are released at the root...
So, please know that learning to love ourselves unconditionally is part of our
collective, human experience and major lessons here on planet earth.
YOU SEE ... YOU ARE NOT ALONE in this PROJECT!
The better you feel about yourself, the greater your self-worth, and the greater your
overall quality of life will be.
Another important aspect of your highest quality of life is this: The more you know
about your soul purpose, the happier and more passionate you will be. However,
before we are able to share our unique gifts, we must release "stuff" for a healthy
foundation of mature unconditional love to surface.
So I invite you to make daily use of my three golden tips and then join my
community of like-minded women that I host. So, please become a member of my
Free Facebook group
”Women Thrivers` Voice". Sending You Much Love on Your Journey,
Lena Dellborg - Love alchemist and Advocate of the Love and Mind Revolution
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INTRODUCTION
Connect to Your Inner GPS
Have Compassion For Self
Activate More Positivity
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Connect to Your Inner GPS
a) On the first day, your first step is to become aware of how you feel; You do this by
LISTENING TO YOUR BODY, and become aware of its various signals.
Upon getting out of bed in the morning put your hand on your heart and ask
yourself:
"How am I feeling?" Observe and accept without judging the answer and rate your
feeling between 1-10, 10 being really great, 5 is “so, so” and 1 not so good.
Don´t overthink this. Just go with the first number that comes to mind.
Congratulations! You just listened to your body. Practice this first tip or another day.
before you continue with the second tip.
So now, you have just taken the most important step towards more self-love...
Dropping into your body and connecting to your inner GPS system, your feelings...
As you learn about the three tips in this guide, keep practicing all the three of them
for at least 21 more days. This way these practices will become second nature to you.

b) On the third day of listening to your body, go on to ask yourself:
"What would make me feel better?"
If you have a problem hearing your subconscious answer, just think of,
imagine something you appreciate so you can move towards that "better feeling
place". Perhaps this is a good meal, a lovely morning, or whatever comes to mind.
Next, imagine fully enjoying yourself actually having that meal, being out in the
warm sun, etc.
So, did you succeed in feeling better? What was your score?
Whatever the score, practice both the first and second tip until the fifth day of this
guide!
You know what they say: "Practice makes perfect!"
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Have Compassion for Self
On the 6th day, it is time to learn to use compassion.
The definition of compassion for self: self-love in action...
So, let´s start with identifying something negative you say on a somewhat regular
basis that needs to be changed, because it is neither positive nor loving, so the
negative charge can dissolve.
Perhaps you beat yourself up with a very BIG fat lie? Maybe you are busy judging
yourself, or obsessing over some past trauma, by repeating to yourself " I am not
good enough", "Everything works against me!" or "Who do I think I am?"
Remember: Allow the emotions that surface as you say your statements to be released
out of
yourare
body
by breathing,
out, thus
releasing
them consciously.
These
three
some
of the mostblowing
commonthem
negative
beliefs
people have.
These
"private truths", conclusions we draw from life, have a profound negative impact on
our life- and incidentally- also sabotage our abundance- so infusing compassion in
Theis
examples
them
magical.above are quite common conclusions that we hold - they are not absolute
truths!! By expressing compassion for yourself in this way, you dissolve the strong
attached
statement.
So,emotion
now you
need toto
bethe
curious
and listen to yourself with curiosity in order to be
more aware. What am I really saying to myself about myself, my life, others?
Am I being positive, loving? Do you feel or think like a victim? Or not? Write down a
few painful statements you tell yourself.
Now say these beliefs out loud, and imagine your Higher, wiser Self-as the “I” in the
sentences in the "formula" below, talking to the human ego-you with compassion. In
this way, the ego -you is at the receiving end of the compassion from the Higher Self.
Here is the formula. Your Higher Self says: “ I am so sorry you "(you=the ego, human
self)…. fill in the blank with the negative belief you just found.
Here are two examples of some common beliefs:
” I am so sorry... you feel there is no point in trying”, and
“I am so sorry ...there is no hope for you”.
Now, be sure to exhale as you say out loud more negative self-talk you identify to
create even more efficient release.
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Activate More Positivity
On the 7 th day you are ready for the third step. It includes generating positive
feelings for yourself on purpose.
Here are the steps for this exercise:
1) Put one hand on your heart.
2) Imagine breathing in and out through your heart a couple of times, intending any
negative emotions to leave your body on the exhale. Tell yourself out loud: "I release
and let go of what I don´t need any more". Imagine seeing shadows or debris leaving
your heart as you command the release.
3) Next, imagine breathing in love, peace, and compassion through your heart. Have
the intention to release whatever emotion -known or unknown-that is not serving
you.( Forget any urge to control or wanting to know what they might be.)
Notice how much better you feel. What is the score?
Finally, when you have filled yourself with a lot of positive energy this way, tell
yourself: " I Love You"...(Fill in with your first name on the dotted line.)
From now on, let these loving words be the first ones your soul hears from you in the
morning as you wake up - and at night before falling asleep.
So, I would say: "I Love You Lena!"
Remember:
There is no difference to your subconscious mind between imagining saying or doing
something and actually doing it. Your body will react in the exact same way...so...
Fake it until You Make it!
Well Done! I presume that you by now have committed to your love -enhancing
activities presented in this guide and have been able to see some positive results in
your life.
Please feel free to join Lena´s Free Facebook Group for Women Survivors of Abuse, the
"Women Thrivers` Voice". By becoming a member, you can also choose to be a part of
and support the budding "the Love and Mind Revolution".
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Lena- Advocate of the
Love and Mind Revolution

Lena Dellborg M.A.Ed has 19 years of experience as an international healer and
spiritual teacher.
Clients, students and fellow-healers rave about Lena´s passion, humor and "tough
love" approach- the red thread in all her work being true, mature love. The other
essential pillar is an upgraded, more evolved mindset, that will set you free.
In addition to teaching a psycho-spiritual–energy healing medicine modality
internationally for years, as the Representative in Sweden for Theta Healing, Lena
has been giving individual sessions in person and online.
Many of her clients have suffered major pain and loss in their lives and - or abuse,
primarily sexual abuse.
Lena knows women with a #Metoo experience, have a very specific role to play in the
Ascension, and it is part of her mission to help her sisters step into their evolutionary
leadership.
If you identify as a sister, know that you are needed in this important work. There is
such a huge reward waiting for you when you do... way beyond the past hurtful life of
being a victim or survivor.
Lena knows herself to be a catalyst, who inspires, empowers and enhances growth
and change in those around her. One of her "hats" is that of a Love Alchemist. This
fits perfectly in with being the Advocate of a budding, global ”Love and Mind
Revolution”.
Please feel free to join Lena´s Free Facebook Group for Women Survivors of Abuse, the
"Women Thrivers` Voice". By becoming a member, you can also choose to be a part of
and support "the Love and Mind Revolution".
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